Hoyer decries hate, violence in Virginia

Like other Blue Crabs players, Rodriguez lives on shoe-string budget while pushing for a major league career

Disability advocacy display visits local library

An annual luncheon celebrates Maryland's women leaders

Hill takes questions, discusses action in light of abuse incidents

There is almost nothing worse than when your A/C breaks down on the hottest day of summer.

Call Today to schedule your free in home survey and find out what is available!!
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Paying the price for a diamond dream

Like other Blue Crabs players, Rodriguez lives on shoe-string budget while pushing for a major league career

Disability advocacy display visits local library

ED. Brown holds reception for Department of Disabilities tour

The collection tracks the progress of the advocacy movement from early education, facilities to organizations dedicated to the cause. A sixth panel designed by a local group displaying disability history in Maryland will be added at the conclusion of the tour. Charles County is the fifth stop on the叔叔s Wall, and the display will be available for viewing until August 15.

A video of former Special Disabilities

The 15th annual Women's Equality Day luncheon, hosted by U.S. Rep. Steny Hoyer, was a sell-out event.

Highlights local, national priorities

By TAMARA WARD

During a press conference Monday in Bowie, House Minority Whip Steny Hoyer (D-Md., 5th) focused on condemning the recent acts of hate and violence in Charlottesville, Va., and local priorities on the mind of the congressman.
In an interview with Southern Maryland Newspapers on Tuesday, Southern Maryland Senator Steve Waugh (R-Calvert, St. Mary’s) also condemned the hateful acts and that was an indication that it was not a good instinct for the president to reject it.
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